FIVE FAKE HAMMER HEAD MEASURES AND TWO MORE PIECES

In the kitchen at ASTON HALL Birmingham.

FAKE “hR”

FAKE TC?

On the largest of the five…..

FAKE “EY”

closer

In case of doubt a painted ‘F’
Sometimes also scratched on
(with a gentleman’s wine bottle
corkscrew?)

A very striking pair of faked Crowned ‘hR’ marks on the one that might have been called a
‘wedge’ lidded – the second from the left on the shelf.

A former Birmingham Architect whose collection of at least 400 pieces of Old Pewter was given to the
Birmingham Museum on his death in 1956. Before 1956 there is no record that he was ever a member of a
Pewter Society, no record that he ever wrote an article, gave a talk, no record that anyone ever visited or saw
his collection. He was collecting from perhaps as early as the 1920s. There were no papers given with his
collection; so there are no clues as to where pieces were bought from, or when, though he was known to H H
Cotterell who mentions him just once briefly in a letter written in 1931. No record has been found of his
work as an architect.
This collector is mentioned briefly by HH Cotterell in a letter of 1931. His collection had been visited by the
Society of Pewter Collectors in late 1964. Ron Homer had later asked regarding some Duncomb plates. Not
much more is known. Previous mentions remarked about the number of fakes to be found in this collection.
Indeed, it appears that two lots of visitors may have left their mark on pieces. As mentioned previously there is a large red "F" painted on a number of pieces, and the word "fake" is also scratched on, with what
could have been a nail. (or a gentleman’s wine bottle corkscrew – a version more pleasing – to some.)
This writer was interested in the fakes in as much as understanding why they were fakes and what marks
were used on them; but also hoped to find a larger number of good pieces. This marking is unusual, even
unique, in this writer's experience. There are some very scarce pieces in photographs here and on the shelves
this is a collection worthy of our thought and consideration. Hopefully there will be another visit in time.
The Museum accession numbers list over 400 pieces in this collection. Presently most are in store, but some
are out in the historic houses owned by the City. This is far more than the 250 pieces suggested by the
Society of Pewter Collectors.
...............................................................................................................................................................................

There is a contrast between this year’s visit - when we were not permitted to move the radio intercom
shown between the third and fourth piece on the shelf – and the previous visits when the collectors went
equipped to paint or scratch on and to mark - the actual pieces. There follows the report of the meeting.

This visit we did not agree with the previous 1964 visit in their condemnation of all manner of
pieces some of which we could not find fault with. Readers could well email to advise why they
were correct and we are not! Take for example what we saw as a good pair of Charles 1st Church
Communion Flagons.

